Hand in Hand Together
(The Bible and the Book of Mormon)

Words and music by Janice Kapp Perry

Happily \( \text{\textfrac{4}{4}} \) \( \text{\textfrac{4}{4}} \)
\( \text{\textfrac{4}{4}} \) \( \text{\textfrac{4}{4}} \)
\( \text{\textfrac{4}{4}} \) \( \text{\textfrac{4}{4}} \)

1. Bible stories teach us
2. Bible prophets tell us

How to live like Jesus.

Book of Mormon stories, too,
Book of Mormon prophets, too,

Tell what He would have us do.

Hand in hand together,
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ever to tell of Jesus Christ. Hand in hand together, the Bible and the Book of Mormon stand forever to tell of Jesus Christ.